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Three types of hydrocarbon traps occur
along the predominantly shale filled Upper
Wilcox (Early Eocene) canyons in Dewitt,
Goliad, Victoria, and Lavaca Counties, TX.:
1) Regional Upper Wilcox sands trapped
(unconformably) against the shale filled canyon wall, 2) Sinuous channel sands within
the shale canyon fill, and 3) Canyon fill
sands associated with the final phase of canyon fill and initial phase of the return to
regional deltaic sedimentation (regression).
These are listed in economically significant
order. Poor production does not eliminate a
trap type from consideration in exploration,
as these wells indicate hydrocarbon presence. The Anna Barre/Meyersville and
Jennie Bell canyons were previously
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At the writing of this
article, WTI Oil was trading at $87.18 per barrel
and Natural Gas was trading at $4.74 per MCF,
which are the highest prices seen since 2014. Energy
analysts say Omicron
won’t deliver the kind of shock to oil prices
unleashed by the first coronavirus shutdowns. Only a return to global lockdowns
caused by the pandemic or drastic actions

described by the author, occurring in two
separate stratigraphic intervals of the Upper
Wilcox. These are shelf incised canyons
with adjacent slope confined canyons.
The lateral sandstone trap against a shale
filled canyon (unconformity) is common
along the Middle Wilcox Yoakum canyon. It
is the best trap for the Upper Wilcox canyon
fields as well. Anna Barre Wilcox J (RRC)
Field has produced 38.4 BCFG and 561
MBC from the Middle Wilcox J sand on a
rollover anticline of 630 acres with 94’ of
closure truncated by canyon erosion. The
Upper Wilcox Lower Massive 1 and 2
(LM1, LM2, authors designation) have produced 37 BCFG and 730 MBC from the
Mission Valley 10220 sandstones and
Mission Valley, W. 10600. The trap is a
(Continued on Page 15)
taken by Congress and the Biden administration to limit future production of carbonbased fuels could change the current pricing
trend. Energy analysts indicate that if prices
remain near $70 per barrel, that U.S. producers will find this attractive enough to
increase drilling and put people back to
work. Unfortunately, factors such as governmental, environmental, and social mandates
are causing some reluctance to invest in oil
and gas, potentially slowing industry recovery.
As you are aware, the SIPES Mission
Statement, “To be the pre-eminent organization for furthering the professional and
business interests of independent practitioners of earth sciences,” is inclusive of net(Continued on Page 5)

National Energy Information
The following report was prepared by Vice President of National
Energy Neil D. Sharp, #3446. The views and opinions expressed
are those of the author. Some of the information is available in the
public domain.
Crude prices are on the verge of reaching
$90/BBL for the first time since 2014.
While this is primarily due to many factors
that have been building over the past year,
the most recent compounding factors are
tied to the recent U.S. winter weather, and
the geopolitical tensions in eastern Europe.
The perfect storm to say the least.
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude
pricing currently sits at ~$85/BBL at the writing of this article. While most of the industry has been happy where prices
have been at the end of 2021, multiple bullish indicators of
further increasing crude prices are prevalent. To name a few
are the following: 1) Market traders appear to be skeptical of
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the OPEC+ coalition’s ability to meet their quotas in full after
agreeing to add supply to the global market. 2) Recent cold
winter temperatures in the Permian Basin is seeing U.S. crude
output decrease. 3) Geopolitical fears continue to add risk in
relation to the Ukraine/Russia tensions increasing and drone
strikes continuing in the Middle East. 4) A failed Strategic
Petroleum Reserve release to subdue fuel prices. 5) Shale
drillers are continuing to show a disciplined approach of keeping production output flat. 6) Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A)
within the shale basins are slowing and expected to be substantially lower than those in the previous year.
Crude pricing is continuing its recent upward trend for the
seventh week in a row. Several banks including Goldman
Sachs Group Inc. are predicting crude moving toward $100/
BBL, while JP Morgan has indicated a potential of $120/BBL
if the Ukraine/Russia conflict escalates into an invasion scenario. Russian leadership have indicated that they have no
such plan to invade Ukraine, however a continued military
presence and buildup on the Russia border has been fanning
flames of doubt and worry from the market, as an invasion
would potentially upend consistent energy flow to multiple
markets.
Crude’s continued pricing rally creates an increased challenge for global consuming nations and central banks as they
try to fend off inflation while supporting continued global
growth. Consumers are continuing to contend with consistently increasing fuel costs for transportation and heating as
crude and gas head toward triple digit pricing. With current
U.S. crude production at 11.5 MMBOPD, the EIA is forecasting a production increase of ~5.4% through the end of 2022.
Even if this production increase in 2022 does materialize, U.S.
crude production will still be below the 13 MMBOPD seen in
early 2020. This implies that inflation will be present and
elevated for most of 2022, at the very least.
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SIPES 2022 Convention Information

Technical Program speakers
Graham Bain — Enverus (DrillingInfo)

W. Norman Kent — Kent GeoScience Associates

"What the Frack – Barrier Analysis
in the Permian Basin"

"Stratigraphy and Petroleum Exploration of the
Mogollon Slope, Arizona"

Tom Fekete — Tall City Exploration

Robert L. "Bob" Lindsay — Lindsay Consulting

"Wolfcamp Development, Southern Delaware Basin"
Michael K. Grimm — Rising Star Energy

"Getting to Know Your Reservoirs: Examples from the
Permian Basin, Williston Basin, and Middle East"

"Lessons Learned from Four Decades of Finding Oil"

L. Steve Melzer, #1081 — Melzer CO2nsulting

L. Rogers Hardy — Canopy E&P Services

"The Quest from the Marsh out onto the Shelf and
Beyond: How the Offshore Exploration Journey in the
Gulf of Mexico Evolved and Led to a Global Revolution"
John E. Jordan, Jr. — Jordan Consulting

Ethics Course — "Grey Areas: Interactive
Application of Business Ethics in the Geoscience
Profession"

"Field Characterization, Tax Credits, and Other
Business Opportunities for Independent Geoscientists in
the Time of CO2 Storage Projects"
Neil Sharp, #3446 — Rampike Resources,
and Trisha Fanning — Ardor Environmental

"The Political Economy of Environmental Regulations"
Monte Swan and Brian Clemishire —
MagmaChem Institute

"Prevention of Production Problems:
North America Case Histories"

Speakers are subject to change. See sipes.org for updates.

SIPES Foundation Seminar
"Major John Wesley Powell’s 1869 Journey Down the Green and
Colorado Rivers of Utah on His Way to the Grand Canyon"
by Thomas C. Chidsey, Jr. — Utah Geological Survey, Emeritus
Monday, June 13 — 3:00-4:30 p.m.
Although the most famous part of Major John Wesley Powell’s remarkable 1869 expedition was
the journey of what Powell called “the Great Unknown” through the Grand Canyon, he first spent
a majority of his time exploring and describing the geology of the magnificent canyons of the Green
and Colorado Rivers in Utah. Powell’s expedition was truly a major contribution to science and an
incredible adventure that still inspires a spirit of curiosity and sense of wonderment today.

Thursday Post-Convention Field Trip
"Transition from the Wasatch Front to Mesozoic and
Cenozoic Deposits of Northeastern Utah"
led by Bob Bereskin
Thursday, June 16 — 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

FEBRUARY 2022
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The Chateaux Deer Valley
"The Independent's Challenge in Today's World"
PRESIDENT'S COLUMN CONTINUED
working and professional development.
Therefore, I recommend a trip to the
SIPES 2022 Annual Convention to further achieve the goals outlined in our
mission statement. The host chapter for
this year’s convention is the Midland
Chapter, which is finalizing the technical session speakers, the ethics lecture,
the All-Convention Luncheon, the
Foundation Seminar, the Thursday field
trip, and other highlighted events. Please
mark your calendar and plan to attend.
The host hotel for the convention is
The Chateaux Deer Valley, Park City,
Utah. This beautiful setting for the convention is located within the Wasatch
region of the Rocky Mountains, close to
the major transportation hub of Salt
Lake City. Many members may recall
that the SIPES 2015 Convention was
also held in Deer Valley, Utah, and was
a great success which led to repeating
this location. Please look for the convention registration book which will be
released in March.
Over the last several years the Dallas
headquarters office, in conjunction with
the board of directors, have worked to
develop a user-friendly SIPES website
for our membership. I believe, through
some trial and error, we have succeeded,
and I want to encourage the membership to take some time to use/surf
through the SIPES website: www.sipes.
org. Of particular interest are the SIPES
Quarterly issues (now posted on the
website in lieu of mailing), the
Membership Directory, Leadership &
Chapters, past and current SIPES
Convention detail, and the SIPES Deal
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Buyers List. Possible additions are being
researched by the board of directors. I
will keep you posted on any developments.
I wish to remind the SIPES Chapter
leadership and the membership as a
whole, that the national board of directors/executive committee are all volunteer representatives from the society
membership and are here to assist the
chapters/membership whenever necessary. We couldn’t do our jobs without
the assistance of the SIPES National
office located in Dallas which is run by
Katie Ruvalcaba and Phyllis Davis.
Some of the duties handled by national
include the SIPES Quarterly, coordinate
the annual convention with the host

chapter, membership directory maintenance, membership records, dues,
Cornerstone Group, SIPES Foundation,
NAPE, board of directors meeting preparation, accounting and the society tax
filings. Again, feel free to contact myself
and/or your local chapter national representative with any questions.
I wish to remind the membership to
pay their dues if they haven’t already
submitted the payment and if possible,
participate in the Cornerstone Group to
help keep SIPES a strong and viable
organization. Finally, we are constantly
monitoring the status of our membership numbers and encourage our chapter leadership to contact those members
who are not renewing.
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Chapter News
LAFAYETTE
The Lafayette Chapter held its annual
fall barbeque in Girard Park on October
13. Twenty-five members attended the
meeting. The weather cooperated and it
was good catching up with members on
what went on during the summer since
we had not met since June.
The first indoor Lafayette meeting of
the year was held on Wednesday,
November 10 at the Lafayette Petroleum
Club. There were twenty-five members
and six guests in attendance. Dr. Krista
Jankowski was the guest speaker. Dr.

Jankowski is a strategic planner for the
Louisiana Coastal Protection and
Restoration Authority (CPRA). The
Louisiana 2023 Coastal Master Plan was
the subject of the presentation. The plan
is part of a multi-million-dollar continuous project which focuses on investments in reducing storm surge-based
flood risk to communities and natural
habitats along the Louisiana coast.
Our December meeting was a joint
meeting with the Lafayette Geological
Society (LGS) and the Society of
Applied Geoscientists and Engineers
(SAGE). Dr. Mike
Smith, president of
Advanced Hydrocarbon Stratigraphy
came down from
Tulsa to talk about
“Cuttings Volatiles:
Produce More Oil,
More Gas and Less
Water.” Using a
cryogenic-trap mass
spectrometry system
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for the quantitative analysis of cuttings
volatiles with the data derived from this
process is useful in many ways, such as
helping to determine reservoir quality,
fractures, faults, and migration pathways. We had a good turnout with about
thirty of the forty-five people in attendance being SIPES members.
We welcomed one new member into
the Society this quarter. James D.
Wildharber, #3584, joined our chapter
after a lengthy career with Kerr McGee,

Stone Energy, Gulfport Energy, and others, as a drilling and completions engineer. We also said goodbye to former
SIPES member Julia Battle, who is moving to Oregon to be near family. Julia was
our past vice chair and has lived, worked,
and volunteered in the Lafayette area for

over forty-five years. We honored her
with a little going away gift. She will be
missed by many!
King Munson
Chapter Chair

OKLAHOMA CITY
The speaker for our October luncheon
meeting was Paul F. Meier, and his topic
was "A Systematic Comparison of
Renewable and Nonrenewable Energy."
Dr. Meier is a retired physical chemist
who worked for Conoco/Phillips for
over thirty years. His presentation was
based on a book he has recently published by the same name, and it crunches the numbers and compares the financial and scientific facts surrounding the
ability of renewable energy to replace
fossil fuels in the world economy. As
expected, his work has demonstrated
that renewables have some ability to
help the energy situation, but until
someone can devise a reliable transportation fuel, they will continue to lag
behind fossil fuels.
Our November luncheon speaker was
Molly Turko, and her presentation was
"Structural Analysis of the Wichita
Uplift and Structures in the Southeast
Anadarko Basin." Dr. Turko has vast
experience in structural geology in many
basins, and is currently the structural
geology expert for Applied Stratigraphix
in Oklahoma City. With the aid of several 3-D shoots in this area, Molly has
been able to decipher the complex development of faulting and structures in the
Wichita and Arbuckle mountains. What
she found was the presence of several
horizontal thrust faults deep in the sedimentary and crystalline basement that
would surface when they interacted with
basement faults related to the original
Cambrian rifting in southern Oklahoma.
This resulted in the generation of many
of the famous southern Oklahoma oil
and gas fields.
In December, we joined with the
Oklahoma City Geological Foundation
to host our annual Christmas Party. We
had a large turnout and danced, drank,
and partied late into the evening.
Greg Riepl
Chapter Chair
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FORT WORTH
The program for the October luncheon meeting of the Fort Worth
Chapter was presented by Ken R.
Hooper, president of La Mesa
Geophysical. Ken’s talk was entitled
“Data Acquisition Strategies in Today’s
Oil and Gas Environment.” The presentation shared some insights that La Mesa
has gained from working with geoscientists pursuing residual reserves in the
Lower 48 from adapting survey design
to restrictive surface permits, culture,
and integrating well control. The talk
also presented points on accommodative
survey design, as well as examples on
modifying acquisition plans for greater
fold and offset yield using today’s new
acquisition system’s capabilities.
Perhaps more interesting was Ken’s
take on what he thinks might be an
impending mother of all booms on the
horizon for independent oil and gas
firms. The majors are being negatively
impacted by ESG investors, activists on
Wall Street, hostile regulatory changes,
and now potential legal action for generating carbon. This is gaining momentum
and restricting their willingness to move
forward with large projects – the ones
that provided marginal supply when
global demand exceeded one hundred
million barrels per day as it soon will
again. Emerging demand post-COVID
is already pushing WTI over $80/barrel
with the U.S. just breaking out, and
India still recovering. Commodities are
the most sensitive to inflation (especially
when denominated in U.S. dollars like

8

oil) and the coming inflationary trend
will be unlike anything seen since the
1980s. What is never mentioned in the
press is the U.S. independent oil and gas
industry. The IPAA states that 9,000
independents generate 83% of America’s
oil, 90% of its natural gas, and support
over 4.5 million American jobs. The
shales have offset some of that, but the
bulk of oil and gas in America is still
produced by independents. The lack of
investment by the major oil companies
and in the U.S. shales, combined with
the increasing pressure NOT to produce
oil globally, is setting up a supply shortfall that even OPEC+ will not be able to
compensate for. The independent industry has a historically unparalleled opportunity to capitalize on a combination of
market factors that we can actually see
coming. Private capital and investors
will recognize this and start funding
projects supported by sound geology,
good data, and cost-effective development. The window of opportunity will
be the time it takes for alternative energy
sources, electric vehicles, and other
reduced hydrocarbon use to materially
impact oil and gas demand. Given the
logistical and technological hurdles to
get to that point, realistic estimates are
ten to twenty years – but it could be
much shorter.
Ken has been active for nearly thirty
years in management, financial, operating, and service roles in the oil and gas
industry. La Mesa Geophysical began in
1998 as the seismic survey resources for
its associated exploration and operating
companies. After developing several
fields and selling those assets, La Mesa
Geophysical continued to innovate to
become a small survey specialist serving
independents. Ken was also co-founder
and chief operating officer of Houstonbased Buccaneer Resources, an E&P
company originally listed on the ASX in
Australia. He is a graduate of Texas
A&M University.
The program for the November meeting was presented by Joseph Batir, senior
geothermal geoscientist at Petrolern
LLC. Joseph’s talk was entitled

“Hydrocarbon to Geothermal Well
Conversion Insights.” Geothermal energy currently plays a small role in meeting
the world's energy demand, and commercial production has been mainly
focused on high-temperature, often volcanic formations that limit development
to certain regions of the globe.
Conventional geothermal resources
require drilling of challenging high-temperature wells that can be expensive and
risky. For over a decade, research and
discussions explored opportunities to
produce geothermal electricity and/or
heat from existing lower temperature
sedimentary formations, yet there is still
no commercial development. Joseph
reviewed recent projects in sedimentary
basins and posed an answer to the question, “What role can geothermal energy
production play in late-stage oil and gas
fields?” Geothermal energy production,
as a secondary income stream, could
prolong the life of mature hydrocarbon
assets, or convert these to green energy
production fields. Before plugging, latestage wells should be screened for geothermal power potential. Using latestage, shut-in, or unplugged holes
removes the significant cost of drilling
new wells, thereby increasing potential
profitability. Using a screening methodology tool, such as the one developed by
Petrolern, reduces the knowledge base
necessary for project evaluation by integrating modules defining critical parameters for the reservoir, borehole, surface
system, environment, infrastructure,
and economics. The projections from
sample conceptual conversion projects
(Continued)
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED
indicate repurposing some oil and gas
wells to geothermal heat and power production is profitable with internal rate of
returns in the range of 7 to 27%, and
sample costs of produced electricity in
the range of $0.03-$0.05 (US)/kWh.
Many petroleum companies do not consider geothermal energy as a possibility
for late-stage wells. Conversion of wells
to geothermal energy provides the
opportunity for continued revenue and
indicates commitment to green energy
solutions. Screening of wells for alternative use such as geothermal energy
should be part of the end-of-life evaluation for all hydrocarbon wells.
Joseph Batir, Ph.D., is a senior geothermal geoscientist specializing in thermal resource characterization in sedimentary basins and geospatial analysis
for greenfield resource exploration. He
leads the Petrolern geothermal technical
team in thermal resource characterization, oilfield energy conversion efforts,
and new technology tool development.
Dr. Batir’s expertise is thermal resource
characterization through surface and
subsurface geospatial analysis, fairway
mapping of plays, and thermal numerical modeling, leading to discovery of
unknown and underutilized energy
resources. His research involved the collation of disparate data and application
of innovative analysis methods to discover new geologic insights. Dr. Batir
has performed geothermal research
since 2010, including projects throughout the continental U.S., Alaska, Africa,
and Iceland. Dr. Batir was awarded a
B.Sc. in geology from Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, a M.Sc. in geothermal energy from the School for
Renewable Energy Science, and a Ph.D.
in geophysics from Southern Methodist
University.
The program for the December meeting was presented by Jerry Gilbert.
Jerry’s talk was entitled “The Lower
Viola/Simpson Dolomite Play of North
Texas, Past History and Future
Potential.” Jerry’s presentation gave a
brief history of the Late Ordovician
Viola/Simpson dolomite play in Clay,
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Montague, and Wichita counties of
north Texas, and its possible potential
for future exploration. Regionally, the
remnants of the Viola/Simpson dolomite zone are present in this area within
a narrow northwest to southeast trending trough located between the Red
River Uplift and the Bend Arch. The
trough formed during the Strawn age
when an arm-like extension of the Fort
Worth Basin formed from its previous
limits in Montague and Clay counties
into Wichita County. The Viola/
Simpson interval was removed by erosion from the Red River Uplift and preserved on the south side of the adjacent
trough in north Texas. It was later covered by thick basal Pennsylvanian sandstone and conglomerate units. The play
began in 1948 in eastern Clay County,
Texas, and very little has been published
since that time. Phillips Petroleum discovered good oil production on small
structures from a porous dolomite at the
pre-Penn erosional unconformity.
Phillips considered the dolomite to be
Simpson in age and the name was given
to several other dolomite discoveries in
the area. Confusion began after 1955
when some operators began referring to
the lower dolomite zone by the younger
Viola name. There are eight lower Viola/
Simpson oil fields near Henrietta, Texas,
which have produced 2.8 million barrels
of oil along the up-dip erosional edge of
the
Viola/Simpson
dolomite.
Correlation of the lower dolomite zone
from the oil fields in the Henrietta area
to wells twenty-five miles to the east and
west indicate that the zone is most likely

Viola in age. Correlation of the Viola/
Simpson from north Texas to the main
depocenter in the Southern Oklahoma
Aulacogen is difficult because the zone
is eroded from the intervening Red River
and Muenster uplifts. The gross Viola
formation thickness ranges from zero to
over three hundred feet, and the dolomite pay zone occurs 20 to 40 feet above
the base. The base of the Viola limestone rests on the Simpson shale which
is an excellent structural and seismic
marker. The best lower Viola reservoirs
are located along the up-dip erosional
edge where the dolomite is in contact
with the Mississippian Barnett shale
source bed. Recent thin section work
indicates that the lower Viola pay zone
was deposited as a thin bedded slope
facies in an anoxic environment. In general, it is composed of 40% carbonate
and 60% silica. Porosity is secondary due
to solution-enlarged fractures and vugs.
The Viola/Simpson production was
originally found in north Texas by drilling single-fold seismic structures. 2D
seismic was used during the 1980s, and
most recently 3D seismic has been successfully used to find additional Viola
production.
Jerry Gilbert is a certified petroleum
geologist with experience in all phases of
exploration and development geology,
and is a proven oil and gas finder. Jerry
received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in
geology from West Texas State
University. He has worked for numerous
companies throughout his career including Diamond Shamrock, Sohio, Santa
Fe Minerals, and Bridwell Oil, where he
worked in positions ranging from assistant geologist to exploration manager in
both Texas and Oklahoma. Currently he
is working as an independent geologist
with his own consulting firm, Gilbert
Exploration, and resides in La Vernia,
Texas. Jerry is a member of the AAPG,
the North Texas Geological Society, the
Abilene Geological Society, and the
South Texas Geological Society.
Jim West
Secretary
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WICHITA
COVID-19 struck the Wichita Chapter plans for speakers in December. Guest speaker Dick Schremmer of the National Stripper
Well Association contracted COVID-19, and although he felt fine at the time, he decided to cancel the talk scheduled for
December 16 due to his weak voice. His talk has been rescheduled for March.
Karin Goldberg was able to keep her scheduled talk on January 13. The topic she spoke on was her ongoing research in the
Woodford/Chattanooga Shale. Despite the importance of black shales as source rocks and unconventional reservoirs, the complex
controls on the accumulation of organic-rich rocks are still not completely understood. Dr. Goldberg’s talk explored how we can
recognize subtle compositional, textural and chemical variations in mudrock successions to identify key stratigraphic surfaces and
define high-resolution depositional sequences, determining what controls heterogeneity in mud-rich systems. So far, her research
suggests that organic flux seems to be more important than redox conditions for the accumulation of organics.
Here is a link to a recording of the talk:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tgtfk56ph7s7rxv/video1638050569.mp4?dl=0
Of course I recommend watching the entire video, but if shale deposits are not your thing, please at least watch the last fifteen
minutes or so. Starting at about minute thirty-eight she launches into how economic issues parallel geological factors that affect
her depositional model. This was the first in-person talk since March of 2020. Attendance was low at seven, but the Petroleum
Club venue has agreed to work with SIPES to reduce our costs so that even low attendance, in-person meetings are possible and
will continue.
Tom Pronold
Chapter Chair
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Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Rajan Ahuja
TBA
Brent Winborne
Dan Pedrotti
Water Street Market
Last Tuesday of month

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Matt Boyce
TBA
Scott Leaseburge
Luis Carvajal
Petroleum Club
3rd Thursday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Greg Riepl
Michael Bone
Cody Griffin
Terry Hollrah
The Petroleum Club
Chase Tower, 35th Floor
1st Wednesday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Michael Adams
Neil Barman
Carole Popa
John Stephens
Prestonwood Country Club
3rd Tuesday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary/
Treasurer:
Meets:

King Munson
TBA
Houston Elkins
Petroleum Club
2nd Wednesday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Tom Kirby
Lee Billingsley
Doug McGookey
Tim McGovern
Petroleum Club
3rd Thursday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Gary Thompson
Bill Pearson
Jerry Cuzella
Melanie Westergaard
Wynkoop Brewing Co.
4th Thursday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

David Cromwell
Tom Wilson
George Friesen
Jerry Elger
Midland Country Club
3rd Wednesday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Tom Pronold

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Monte Meers
Dennis Browning
Jim West
Michael O'Donnell
Fort Worth Petroleum Club
1st Wednesday

Chair:
V-Chair:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Meets:

Louis Lemarié
Cliff Williams
TBA
Eric Broadbridge
Andrea’s Restaurant
3rd Tuesday

Time and Location TBD
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CHAPTER NEWS CONTINUED

MIDLAND
This fall, the Midland Chapter has
once again been holding monthly luncheons at the Midland Country Club on
the third Wednesday of each month. All
are welcome. Please join us if you are in
town. As an accommodation to our
members during the year-end holiday
season, the Midland Chapter does not
hold a luncheon in December.
Our October luncheon speaker was
Graham Bain of Enverus, whose talk
was entitled “What the Frack – Barrier
Analysis in the Permian Basin.” The
lunch was well attended. Guests heard

an excellent presentation on Enverus’s
development of a normalized geological
data set to aid in basin analysis at various
scales. Practical application includes
delineation of frack barriers and flow
units with potential utilization in future
well performance prediction. The meeting was sponsored by Great Western
Drilling.
In November, Joe D. Amezcua, #3577,
was kind enough to be our luncheon
speaker for the second time this year.
His talk was “A Practical Approach to
Waterflood Performance.” Joe spoke
previously at our July luncheon about
his experiences with Schlumberger in
Ecuador.
His
presentation
at
November’s luncheon described software that he has developed to predict
secondary waterflood performance
using basic reservoir and fluid data. The
software does not require specialized
training and is in use by industry personnel, both large and small operators. The
November meeting sponsor was Beryl
Oil & Gas.

The Midland Chapter continues preparation for the SIPES 2022 Annual
Convention to be held June 13-16 in
Deer Valley, Utah. Convention
Chairman, Wendell Creech, has organized monthly sessions with chapter
volunteers to plan and coordinate various aspects of the convention.
Sponsorships and advertising are always
a critical component of a successful convention. We received sponsorship commitments from many SIPES members
and are appreciative of the support.
Craig Smith
Membership Chair



DALLAS
The Dallas Chapter had a productive
fall, hosting two luncheons and a holiday
party. For our October luncheon, we had
Dallas SIPES member David Shiels,
#3171, speak on the topic of “Oil & Gas
Environmental Regulations – Obstacles
or Opportunities?” David has vast
knowledge of the relevant laws and acronyms that concern operators, along with
the various ways operators can find
themselves falling afoul of environmental regulations. Yet he delivered an optimistic message that there is always a way
through the confusion, and often at a
cost that you can live with. David
showed numerous examples of spills and
other problems, and walked us through
how he worked with operators and regulators to craft sensible and practical solutions.
David is principal geologist, certified
hazardous materials manager, and registered environmental professional at
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Shiels Engineering, Inc. He specializes
in environmental, health and safety
compliance for a variety of clients, and
has experience in evaluating hazardous
waste sites and the implementation of
soil and groundwater sampling and
remediation programs. David is also
deeply involved in outreach programs
for education and has created courses
and training programs on diverse topics
of environmental compliance.

Our November speaker was geologist
Aaron Levitt, senior manager for
Ovintiv, who gave a compelling talk
detailing how he and his team collaborated to find economic success in the
Meramec play of Oklahoma’s STACK
trend. His talk was titled “Success in the
Anadarko: Ovintiv’s ‘Never Satisfied’
Approach to Petroleum System
Learning, Multi-discipline Collaboration, and Operational Efficiency.”
Starting from a petroleum system
approach (source, migration, reservoir,
seal), Aaron gave details of the geologic
and reservoir work that led to operational efficiency and improved development plans. From core work to depositional and structural fabrics at all scales,
the integrated workflow is aimed at optimizing well placement, stacking, and
spacing.
(Continued)
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Aaron heads the reservoir characterization team for the Anadarko and
Rockies operating area at Ovintiv, providing technical support for the development, production, and operations teams.
He was previously with Newfield prior
to the merger with Encana/Ovintiv.
Before that, he worked in the MidContinent and Yemen for Oxy.
In December, the Dallas SIPES
Chapter was happy to again host our
holiday party after last year’s cancellations. A happy group of spirited SIPES
supporters sent a memorable year off in
memorable fashion!
Michael Adams
Chapter Chair

Congratulations to
longtime
SIPES
member Autry C.
Stephens, #1540,
also a member of
the Midland Chapter, who was honored by the Permian Basin Petroleum
Association with their 2021 Top
Hand Award on January 20, 2022.
Autry is profiled in an excellent article in the most recent edition of the
PBPA magazine. Autry's career as an
independent is an inspiration to
SIPES members everywhere.



DENVER
After a long hiatus caused by the
COVID-19 lockdown and other restrictions starting on March 16, 2020, the
Denver Chapter finally resumed its
monthly meeting schedule beginning on
October 21, 2021. The first speaker was
Monte Swan, with his presentation entitled “Prevention of Paraffin Deposits in
the Delaware Basin." The current
approaches to dealing with paraffin and
scale buildup in the well bore are expensive and although alleviatory, they can
be damaging to the environment. Monte
presented a case study in the Delaware
Basin conducted in 2021. He introduced
the “Enercat Tool,” an innovative
approach that is disruptive of paraffin
and scale buildups which can economically increase production and protect
the environment.
Monte earned his
B.S. degree in geological engineering
from
Michigan
Technological University, and an
M.S. degree in
geology from the
University of Arizona. He has been
a member of, and
presented papers
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to, numerous professional geologic associations such as the Arizona Geological
Society, the Geological Society of
Nevada, SEG, Society for Mining,
Metallurgy, and Exploration, GSA,
AIME, and RMAG. In 1983, he cofounded MagmaChem Exploration,
LLC and helped build a client base to
fund the MagmaChem concept. He is
now president of MagmaChem
Associates, LLC, and co-founder of the
MagmaChem Research Institute.
For the November meeting, our presenter was Jacinda Brown, who gave a
talk entitled "Bitcoin Mining as a Digital
Pipeline, Making Oil & Gas Projects
More Profitable." Jacinda, CEO of
CryptoKnight Energy, discussed how oil
and gas operators can use bitcoin mining
to make existing production and exploration projects more profitable. When
natural gas is used to mine bitcoin, the
$/mcf can be more than ten times more
profitable than selling the same gas
down a pipeline. Bitcoin mining on wellsites should be viewed as a digital pipeline or alternative way to monetize well
gas. Bitcoin mining can turn a waste
stream into a profit stream. Bitcoin mining on wellsites involves taking natural
gas from a well head, running it through
a generator to create electricity, and
using that electricity to power computers located in a shipping container on

NEW ORLEANS
During the fourth quarter we reestablished in-person meetings. Eric Smith, a
Professor of Practice at the A.B. Freeman
School of Business at Tulane University
spoke to our group in November. His
discussion topics included “Will Current
Oil/Gas Prices Hold?” and “Gas
Supplies and Demand.”
We are looking forward to our upcoming in-person meetings with speakers
already booked.
You can view the entire presentation
at our local SIPES website video page.
The link is: http://sipesneworleans.
homestead.com/Videos.html
Cliff Williams, Vice Chair
Eric Broadbridge, Treasurer



the wellsite. Those computes run a complex math equation which rewards them
with bitcoin. Bitcoin can be HODL
“Hold on for Dear Life” to realize bitcoin price appreciation or converted to
U.S. dollars on an exchange. This presentation covered the basics of bitcoin
and bitcoin mining, and how oil and gas
professionals can use bitcoin mining in
their projects for increased profitability.
Jacinda has over twenty years of petroleum geology experience, working for
(Continued)
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small operators, predominantly in the
Rocky Mountain region. She earned a
B.S. degree in geology from the
University of North Carolina at
Wilmington, and has been active in various oil and gas organizations in the
Denver area. She is a recipient of the
Denver Business Journal’s “Top Women
in Energy Award,” and served on the
RMAG Board of Directors.
The 2022 Denver Chapter Officers
are: Chair Gary Thompson, Vice Chair
Bill Pearson, Treasurer Melanie
Westergaard, Secretary Jerry Cuzella,
Membership Chair Jim Applegate, and
National Director Neil Sharp.
Jerry Cuzella
Secretary



HOUSTON
The Houston Chapter had an amazing
fourth quarter of 2021 building on the
momentum that started in January. The
chapter maintained in-person luncheons
with stellar speakers.
One of the highlights of 2021 was our
October luncheon speaker, Robert
Bryce. Robert is a voice of reason in an
otherwise sea of utopian dreamers. A
great example is that a third of the
money invested in wind and solar in
Texas came from subsidies and tax
incentives. Who wouldn’t want to start a
renewables (we call them unreliables)
business with such great government
incentives!

Barry Rava, #3198, gave an amazing
presentation in November. The chapter
had an average luncheon attendance of
seventy, and hundreds of dollars gained
in sponsorship. The main aim of the
2021 technical luncheon program was to
be a voice of science battling the ESG
renewable movement, giving evidence
for a bullish oil market, and how to make
money in this current environment.

potential members. We are spreading
the word and letting people know we not
only exist, but are pushing our voice as
an exclusive group of ethical entrepreneurs in the energy industry.
Our chapter made a profit by selling
hats, having luncheon sponsors, holding
the Deal Buyer Event, and a remote CES
event, and increasing our chapter membership.
Scott Leaseburge
Secretary



The year ended with a healthy, profitable bank account, new young members,
and a revamped chapter reaching new
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IN MEMORIAM
We regret to note the passing of
the following members:
Robert A. Cooksey, #2966
of Richardson, Texas who died on
January 3, 2022
John W. Daniels, #3319
of Midland, Texas
who died on
September 6, 2021
C. Barrett Greer, Jr.,
#2142
of Lafayette, Louisiana
who died on
November 30, 2021
Ronald J. Krakowski, #3360
of Edmond, Oklahoma who died on
June 10, 2021
A. Scott Ritchie, #342
of Wichita, Kansas
who died on
December 12, 2021


WELCOME NEW MEMBERS

Christopher H. Reed, National Membership Committee
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structural rollover anticline with lateral
sandstone truncation by deep canyon
erosion. These two traps occur in the
Anna Barre and Meyersville canyons,
respectively.
Sinuous sandstone structural/stratigraphic traps are present in the Jennie
Bell canyon and the Anna Barre canyon.
Thomaston 8750 (2 BCFG & 19.1
MBC), Anna Barre 8400 (0.6 BCFG &
6.9 MBC), and Rob Welder Wilcox 9100
(1.1 BCFG & 30.5 MBC) are all one well
fields from a similar sinuous sandstone
in the Jennie Bell canyon. The canyon
has as many as seven separate sinuous
sands. Within the Meyersville canyon
one well has produced a a small amount
of gas (0.013 BCFG) from the
Meyersville Massive IV sandstone.
Anna Barre 8400 and Rob Welder
Wilcox 9100 are in structurally high
locations on anticlines. Thomaston 8750
and Meyersville Massive IV sandstone
traps occur along the north flank of
Thomaston and Meyersville E, Fields,
respectively.
Sandstones productive from the initial
delta filling of the uppermost canyons
occur in Anna Barre 8500 (TC 0.8
BCFG and 16 MBC) in a structural anticlinal trap.
Canyons are recognized on some seismic data, using varying color bars and
noting reflector termination against canyon walls. Mission Valley 10220 sandstone has an anomalous amplitude and
an AVO response. Sinuous sandstone
bodies can clearly be seen with seismic
data in both canyons. Classic AVO cannot distinguish wet sinuous sandstones
from productive reservoirs.
With the discovery of thick Wilcox
sand packages in the deepest Gulf of
Mexico, a huge petroleum system has
been found from 70 miles inland of the
Texas coast to 180 miles offshore.
Delivery systems of sandstone to the
deep gulf have been identified all along
the Texas and Louisiana gulf coast consisting of deep canyons of Lower
(Devine and Wheeler 1989, Galloway et
al 1991; Galloway and Mcgilvery, 1995),
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Middle (Chuber, 1986, 1987; Dingus
and Galloway, 1990), and Upper Wilcox
(Cornish 2011, 2013, 2016). We believe
the story of the hydrocarbon systems
between the two remains to be told as
Wilcox slope sub-basins and in-canyon
sands are discovered between the two
huge systems on the shelf and in the
deep Gulf. Documentation of the slope
system is still incomplete. Here, we are
documenting shelf systems and upper
slope systems in the mid Gulf associated
with Upper Wilcox canyons that have
previously been shown in poster session
(Extended abstracts) and presentations
only. Our paper will describe traps that
have been discovered and points to conventional traps yet to be found that are
associated with these canyons.

Cornish (2011) identified four deeply
incised Upper Wilcox systems. Three of
them are associated with hydrocarbon
traps. They are located along the central
Texas Gulf Coast in Dewitt, Lavaca,
Victoria, and Goliad counties. They are
incised into the highstand Massive del-

tas of the Upper Wilcox along the shelf
edge incising to a maximum distance of
11.6 mi (19.3 km). The shelf edge was
defined by Cornish (2011) as the fault
systems across which the Upper Wilcox
thickens 1.6–1.9x (Figure 1). The systems are adjacent to, but younger than
the Middle Wilcox Yoakum canyon.
They are located between two Upper
Wilcox depocenters (Miller, 1989), the
Massive delta to the southwest and the
Columbus delta to the northeast (Fig.
1). The three systems with hydrocarbon
traps are identified by type logs (Figure
2). The incised systems have two stratigraphic occurrences, one cutting below
the Massive II sands and the other cutting into the Massive IV sandstones.
The Massive IV systems were named
the Meyersville and Anna Barre systems. The Massive II systems were
named the Jennie Bell and Hope systems. The Hope system is not discussed
here since it does not trap hydrocarbons
to date. These canyons are incised into
Upper Wilcox deltaic sandstones that
form an upward coarsening highstand
parasequence (Fig. 2). The Upper
(Continued)
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Wilcox Massive sands lie between the
Middle Wilcox ‘Yoakum Shale’ maximum flooding surface below (Xue and
Galloway, 1995) and the Reklaw ‘Runge
Shale’ maximum flooding surface above

(Hargis, 2009). The Yoakum has been
dated at 54.3 Ma (Xue and Galloway,
1995) and the Reklaw at 49 Ma (Miller,
1989). There are no other dates within
the Upper Wilcox group. The BEG

through the STARR program worked
the only well cuttings found within the
canyon system for paleo. They were able
to determine the poor samples to be
“deep water” (personal communication, William Ambrose). With the incision of the canyons into the shelf, a lateral flooding surface above and outside
the canyon, and deep marine environment indicated by paleo, a relative sea
level rise is indicated.

Three trap types have been identified
and classified according to current economic value from best to uneconomic:
1) Regional Upper Wilcox sands
trapped laterally against the shale filled
canyon wall,
2) Sinuous channel sands within the
shale canyon fill, and
3) Canyon fill sands associated with
the final phase of canyon fill and initial
phase of the return to regional deltaic
sedimentation (regression).
The value of the classification is for
exploration purposes. A conservative
explorationist would say “Lets avoid the
noncommercial traps”. A less inhibited
explorationist would say, “Good!
Hydrocarbons in the system. Let’s find a
better trap or better reservoir.”

Two examples of the trap type illustrate the best economic fields: the
Mission Valley, W. Field (Victoria Co.
Tx) and the Anna Barr J/K Sand Field
(Fig. 1, Dewitt Co., Tx). These are traps
in the Meyersville and Anna Barre canyon respectively. Figure 3 is a top of
Wilcox structure map of the Mission
Valley, West Field showing the truncation of two key field sands and location
of the structural cross section shown in
Figure 4. The productive horizons
(LM1, LM2) are below the top Wilcox.
The designations are the authors’ acronyms for Lower Massive 1 and Lower
Massive 2. These are two important
(Continued)
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regional sands for correlation purposes
and help identify canyons on seismic
data by their absence. The field is downthrown to the regional Upper Wilcox
expansion faults and is in the upper
reaches of the slope. The two main
sands (LM1 and LM2) of the field are
expanded across the fault and believed
to be thick slope channel sands. They
are truncated across the rollover closure.
Railroad Commission (RRC) Field
names for these sands are the Mission
Valley 10220 sandstones and Mission
Valley, W. 10600. The field has produced 37 BCFG and 730 MBC (IHS
5/2018) from these sands.
Seismic data of this trap (Figure 5)
shows the truncation of the regional
LM1 and LM2 reflections terminating
against dipping and onlapping reflections that fill the Meyersville canyon.
Both the full prestack migration (PSTM)
and phase are shown. The phase attribute display is helpful in finding the
canyons because it tends to see sequence
boundaries (Chopra and Marfurt, 2007).
Hydrocarbon presence is indicated by
the occurrence of two seismic attributes
in those horizons: the upper sand has
amplitude development and the second
sand exhibits a phase reversal.
The Anna Barre trap is a canyon truncated rollover similar to Mission Valley,
W. (Figure 6). This trap has produced
38 BCF and 561 MBC (IHS 5/2018).
Figure 7 shows the trap to be located on
a small arm of the main incision. The
sands trapped ( J and 9100 K, RRC) are
Middle Wilcox below the Yoakum MFS.
The isopach of the Anna Barre canyon
has its greatest thickness of 760’ (Figure
7) and outlines the truncation of the J
sand. At this horizon, the seismic attributes are not related to sand thickness or
to hydrocarbons as shown by the sand
isopach map (Figure 8) that does not
correlate to amplitudes (Figure 9) or the
hydrocarbon column. This is the result
of the acoustic impedence of the Yoakum
shale being similar to the acoustic impedence of the J sand (Figure 17). Figures
10 and 11 are both flattened on top of
(Continued)
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(Continued)
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the Wilcox and show the canyon seismically and in cross section. The Anna
Barre canyon is identified by the termination of the regional sand horizons, the
LM2 and Wilcox J sand. The upper
reaches of the canyon began to fill with
the initial return of deltaic deposition
and relative sea level rise (see discussion
of Type 3 traps).
Relative sea level rise is supported by a
thin flooding surface of shales outside
the canyon (pink arrows, Fig. 11).

Type two traps are sinuous channel
sandstones preserved within the canyon.
There are two examples of this trap
type, one in the Jennie Bell canyon and
another in the Meyersville canyon.
The first example in the Jennie Bell
canyon is the “Thom” sand (authors’
designation) in Thomaston Field
(Figure 12). The pink arrows highlight
two productive areas (red polygons) off
the top of the Wilcox structural rollover
to the north of Thomaston Field proper
in Dewitt Co, Tx. These two areas produce from isolated channel bends separated from each other by shale breaks
constituting a structural-stratigraphic
trap. The production (IHS 5/2018) is
from RRC designated Thomaston
(8750) sand (4212331791) and the
Anna Barre (8400) sand (4212331831).
These wells have produced 2 BCF and
19 MBC and 0.6 BCF and 6.9 MBC,
respectively. The sand body geometry is
shown by the amplitude map (Figure
13). Where no sand to very shaley sand
is present on low amplitude blue colors
are exhibited. The sandstone is highlighted in the yellow to red amplitude
that have a channel form and sinuous
geometry. Figure 14 is a vertical seismic
section where the Thom sand is tied to
the trough that “lights up” in yellow.
Notice that the production is low to an
amplitude that has been shown to be wet
by well control. Classic amplitude vs.
offset (AVO) does not separate productive from wet wells. The AVO gather
cross plot of angle vs. amplitude does
(Continued)
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not segregate wet from productive
amplitudes (Figure 15). It is recognized
that the gather needs to be clipped but
was unavailable at preparation time for
this paper. The productive cross plot
(Fig. 15A) has a flat to decreasing arc,
clipping the far noise (red line). The wet
cross plot (Fig 15 B) has an increasing
amplitude vs. offset; the opposite of
what would be anticipated. Figure 16
shows the relative stratigraphic position
of the up dip and down dip channel
sands within the Jennie Bell canyon.
The sands are part of a channel complex
but are segregated sinuous sands within
that belt.
Figure 17 shows the sandstone has
significantly lower acoustic impedence
than the shales and should display as a
trough and class three AVO anomaly.
The impedence difference is driven by
the density difference between the sand
and the shale. The Jennie Bell canyon
fill shales have the same bulk density but
very different velocity from the Yoakum
MFS (blue arrows). The Jennie Bell
sands have a higher Rt than the Yoakum,
this difference may be due to more carbonate in the canyon shales.
The second example of this type trap
is within the Meyersville canyon (Figure
18-21) from the Rincon #1 Preiss (API
4212331931), Dewitt Co., Tx. Figure
18 shows the top of Wilcox structure
and outline of Wilcox production. The
trap is a high side fault closure with a
component of roll into the fault. The
orange polygon outlines the amplitude
of the Meyersville Massive IV sand,
which has a sinuous shape and is named
the Preiss sand. Figure 19 shows the full
PSTM amplitude in map view; the productive area encompasses 28 acres and
only produced 0.013 BCFG. Though
the production is poor, its shows that
hydrocarbons are in the shale filled canyon section and could possibly fill on
another structure. Figure 20 illustrates
the vertical seismic section (courtesy of
WesternGeco) where the sand is
expressed as a trough over peak.
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The canyon base is picked using well
control. Regional sands on the left side
terminate against the canyon and beds
below the canyon sag underneath as a
result of low velocity shale filling of the
canyon. The D-D’ is the extent of the
cross section in Figure 21 with three
wells. The cross section shows the key

Preiss sand of about 100’ thickness with
gas on water. The regional sands of the
LM1 and LM2 are outside the canyon.
The upper part of the canyon has a sand
fill that is a strike oriented feature positioned at the canyon mouth opening
(Cornish 2013).
(Continued)
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Canyon fill sands are discontinuous within the canyon and
can lead to miscorrelations of the top of canyon. The reader is
first referred back to Figure 11 in the Anna Barre canyon,
Dewitt Co. Tx, where the green arrow highlights the sands in
question. Sands are mostly blocky to coarsening upwards,
though some fining upwards patterns do exist. Sands are thickest along the deepest part of the canyon and are positioned
near the canyon top (Figure 22). The geometry of the sands
are similar to sand bodies illustrated in Donaldson et al 1970
and Simms et al 2009 representing bay head delta fill of flood-

ed incised valleys along the Texas Gulf Coast. Here, they represent the return of regressive deltaic deposition to a shale
filled submarine canyon incised into the shelf edge during a
relative sea level rise. The trap is a lateral pinch out of the sand
near the canyon edge along an anticlinal rollover (Figure 23).
The Field is Anna Barre 8500 and Wilcox 3rd Upper. Three
wells have made 0.868 BCF and 14.9 MBO combined.
The superior trap associated with Upper Wilcox canyon fill
is the Type 1 trap of regional sands against the shale filled
canyon. The next best trap are sinuous channels within the
canyon itself. Finally, the least preferred trap (to date) are the
canyon fill sands associated with the final phase of canyon fill.
The conservative exploration geologist would concentrate on
the Type 1 traps. The optimistic exploration geologist would
seek all three and consider the poor production indicative of
potential for further exploration. The difficulty would be in
convincing a conservative and jaded conventional buyer looking for low risk exploration prospects.
The authors are grateful to the many people that made this
presentation possible. SV Energy, LMP Petroleum, and
Magnum Producing allowed maps and time to create the
poster and this paper. LMP and Magnum own the seismic
licenses. Western Geco and Seitel allowed the release of their
proprietary seismic data Figures 5, 10, 14, and 20. Casey Mibb
and Scott Riggins drafted figures 11, 16, and 20. Tricia
(Continued)
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Kieschnick edited the text. BEG did paleo in the STARR program. South Texas Geological Society allowed reproduction of
figure 2, 11, and 17. GCAGS allowed the reproduction of figure 1-5. Randy Bissell edited the manuscript. Any errors are
the authors.
Ambrose, W., 2016, Verbal communication, Bureau of
Economic Geology, Univ. of Texas at Austin.
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To be the preeminent organization for furthering
the professional and business interests
of independent practitioners of the earth sciences.
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(2) professional business ethics, and
(3) presenting a favorable, credible
and effective image of the Society.

